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To,
Secretary
Staff Side
Circle Council

Comrade,

I am giving the following issues for ensuing Circle Council meeting.

1. In service training to Telecom Technician & Junior Engineer Cadres. The said
   staff are working in FTTH/Broad Band segment, which is based on latest
   Technology. There are technical problems were occurred to restore faults to
   satisfy our esteemed Customers. Earlier given training is not useful in the era of
   wireless/FTTS (optical fiber). We request you to kindly initiate action and made
   plan for training the field staff in Fiber Jointing and Fiber modem on configuration
   to restore faults efficiently.

2. Provision of Gate to Telephone Exchange Husnabad in Karim Nagar SSA:-
   There is no proper gate available to enter into CSC and Exchange. Now, the
   passage to our exchange is through revenue office. If they close the gate of
   revenue office, there is no way to us to enter exchange. The existing gate was
   constructed without any proper plan. Even, subscribers are also feeling
   inconvenient to enter CSC and exchange. We request the administration to take
   suitable action in the matter by providing separate Gate without interference of
   revenue office at Husnabad to avoid inconvenient to our staff and subscribers.
   The staff quarters were also available in the exchange premises.

3. Renewal of Empanelled Hospitals:- After expiring the MOU period limit with
   empanelled hospital, the administration at Karim Nagar and Nizamabad were
   sending blindly without any proper documents/records for renewal of hospitals.
   For that our employees were suffering very badly in the SSA's We request you
kindly give instructions to the General Manager that the proposal for renewal of existing hospitals with proper documents should be sent to Circle HQRs to avoid hardship to our employees. Needful action is needed in the matter.

4. Maintenance of quarters at Godavari Khani:- The maintenance of quarters is very poor, particularly the quarters of STR in the Compound were very pitiable Condition. It rain comes water level will be 3 to 4 feet in front of quarters. The staff residing in the quarters are under threat with snakes. We brought the same to the Notice of concerned authorities for action. No suitable action was taken to clear the water permanently in the rainy season. We request you kindly do needful in the matter.

5. Issuance of MRS Cards to staff in Nizamabad SSA:- The issue is pending in the SSA since long time. The administration is not taking any efforts to supply MRS Cards to eligible staff in the SSA, sometimes it is causing much hardship to staff for medical permission.

6. Provision of furniture in zonal offices in Hyderabad:- BSNL is in Corporate status, but the zonal offices/SDOP officers were not having minimum furniture to sit in the office. For purchasing the minimum requirement the Hyderabad TD have written a letter in detail for permission to purchase them. We request you to take action to provide minimum furniture in zonal/SDOP offices in Hyderabad.

Yours fraternally,

(A. Rajamouli)
C.S. Telangana